
Start a pathway course in March or April 2021, 
with progression to university in September 2021

Do you have students who weren't quite ready to start in the January 2021 intake? Explore our wide range  
of courses beginning in March and April, which still allow entry to a degree in September 2021.

Enrolment  extended to  May 2021 for  
selected courses,  
and options to  

study without a Student visa!



Start online or in the UK: we are offering online starts via digital learning for students who are not able or ready to travel. We also plan to  
offer blended learning in the UK when government advice allows. Whichever path students follow, they can apply and study with confidence.
The same guaranteed degree entry to university when students pass their pathway course at the required level with good attendance,  
for both online and UK starts.
Flexible visa options: almost all pathway courses below are 6 months long or less, so even if students study in the UK, they don't necessarily  
need a Student visa. Instead, they can choose to study with Standard Visitor permission, which some nationalities can apply for on arrival.*
* Please check any travel and arrival requirements for both the Student visa and Standard Visitor permission for each of your students, so that they know what to expect before coming to the UK.

Undergraduate pathway courses
Foundation Certificate 
For entry to the 1st year of an undergraduate degree in England  
(or 2nd year in Scotland).
 
English entry requirement: typically UKVI IELTS 5.5 overall with at 
least 4.5 in all skills, or accepted equivalent (contact us for details)

International Year One 
For fast-track entry to the 2nd year of an undergraduate degree at  
selected universities in England.
 
English entry requirement: typically UKVI IELTS 5.0 overall with at 
least 5.0 in all skills, or accepted equivalent (contact us for details)

College Enrolment  
dates Course Subject Tuition  

fees Leading to

Bournemouth University 
International College 

1 March to  
26 March 2021

> Business, Law or Finance
>  Events, Tourism and Hospitality  

Management
> Media and Communications

£13,030 > Bournemouth University
>  Another UK university via the 

Multi-Progression Pathway (MPP)> Computing
> Science £13,780

Glasgow  
International College 

1 March to  
26 March 2021

> Business and Social Sciences £17,420
> University of Glasgow

> Science and Engineering £18,630

Kaplan International 
College London 

1 March to  
26 March 2021 F

> Business, Law and Social Sciences £17,420 >  Aston University (last chance to 
progress to an Aston degree!)

> City, University of London
> Queen Mary University of London
> University of Birmingham
> University of Bristol
> University of Westminster
> University of York

> Science and Engineering £18,180

19 April to 
3 May 2021 F

> Business, Law and Social Sciences £17,420

> Science and Engineering £18,180

Nottingham Trent
International College 
Foundation Certificate 
options available for 
students with IELTS 5.0  
or accepted equivalent

1 March to  
26 March 2021

> Art, Design and Media £15,090

>  Nottingham Trent University 

> Business, Law and Social Sciences £13,030
> Computing
> Science and Engineering £13,780

1 March to  
26 March 2021 > Business £13,230

19 April to 
3 May 2021 > Business, Law and Social Sciences £13,030

University of Essex 
International College 

1 March to  
26 March 2021 NEW!

> Humanities1

> Social Sciences1 £16,880 > University of Essex

University of Liverpool  
International College 
NEW: 2.5-term options 
now available for students 
with IELTS 5.0 or accepted 
equivalent for courses 
starting in March2

1 March to  
26 March 2021

> Business, Law and Social Sciences3 £17,080

> University of Liverpool

> Science and Engineering4 £18,270
1 March to  

15 March 2021 NEW 
2.5-TERM COURSE!

> Business, Law and Social Sciences3 £18,360

> Science and Engineering4 £19,815

19 April to 
3 May 2021

> Business, Law and Social Sciences3 £17,080
> Science and Engineering4 £18,270

University of Nottingham 
International College 

1 March to  
26 March 2021

> Business, Law and Social Sciences £17,680
> University of Nottingham

> Science £18,860

UWE Bristol’s 
International College 

1 March to  
26 March 2021

> Business, Law and Social Sciences £13,030

> UWE Bristol> Science and Engineering £13,780
19 April to 

3 May 2021 > Science and Engineering £13,780

1: Degree entry from this course is in October 2021  |  2: These courses require a Student visa as they are more than 6 months long  |  3: Students cannot progress onto an Architecture degree from this course   
4: Students cannot progress onto a Health Sciences degree from this course

> See the next page for postgraduate pathway courses.02

https://www.kaplanpathways.com/colleges/bournemouth-university-international-college/ 
https://www.kaplanpathways.com/colleges/bournemouth-university-international-college/ 
https://www.kaplanpathways.com/colleges/glasgow-international-college/
https://www.kaplanpathways.com/colleges/glasgow-international-college/
https://www.kaplanpathways.com/colleges/kaplan-international-college-london/
https://www.kaplanpathways.com/colleges/kaplan-international-college-london/
https://www.kaplanpathways.com/colleges/nottingham-trent-international-college/
https://www.kaplanpathways.com/colleges/nottingham-trent-international-college/
https://www.kaplanpathways.com/colleges/university-essex-international-college/
https://www.kaplanpathways.com/colleges/university-essex-international-college/
https://www.kaplanpathways.com/colleges/university-of-liverpool-international-college/
https://www.kaplanpathways.com/colleges/university-of-liverpool-international-college/
https://www.kaplanpathways.com/colleges/university-of-nottingham-international-college/
https://www.kaplanpathways.com/colleges/university-of-nottingham-international-college/
https://www.kaplanpathways.com/colleges/uwe-bristol-international-college/
https://www.kaplanpathways.com/colleges/uwe-bristol-international-college/


Start online or in the UK: we are offering online starts via digital learning for students who are not able or ready to travel. We also plan to  
offer blended learning in the UK when government advice allows. Whichever path students follow, they can apply and study with confidence.
The same guaranteed degree entry when students pass their Pre-Master's at the required level with good attendance, for both online 
and UK starts. On the Pre-Doctorate, Kaplan International College students who pass are guaranteed an interview for entry to a doctoral 
degree at a partner university when their research area matches the university's priorities. University of Nottingham International College 
Pre-Doctorate students who pass are guaranteed an interview for a doctoral degree in Engineering at the University of Nottingham.
Flexible visa options: almost all pathway courses below are 6 months long or less, so even if students study in the UK, they don't necessarily  
need a Student visa. Instead, they can choose to study with Standard Visitor permission, which some nationalities can apply for on arrival.*
* Please check any travel and arrival requirements for both the Student visa and Standard Visitor permission for each of your students, so that they know what to expect before coming to the UK.

Postgraduate pathway courses
Pre-Master’s 
For entry to a postgraduate degree in England or Scotland.
 
English entry requirement: typically UKVI IELTS 5.5 overall with at 
least 5.0 in all skills, or accepted equivalent (contact us for details)

Pre-Doctorate 
To help you apply for a doctoral degree in England or Scotland.
 
English entry requirement: typically UKVI IELTS 5.5 or 6.0 in all skills, 
or accepted equivalent (contact us for details)

College Enrolment  
dates Course Subject Tuition  

fees Leading to

Bournemouth University 
International College 

1 March to  
26 March 2021

> Business, Law or Finance
> Events, Tourism and Hospitality Management
> Media and Communications

£13,700 > Bournemouth University

Glasgow  
International College 

1 March to  
26 March 2021

> Medical, Veterinary and Life Sciences £22,700
> University of Glasgow

> Science and Engineering £21,000

Kaplan International 
College London 

1 March to  
26 March 2021

> Business, Law and Social Sciences £18,710
>  Aston University (last chance to 

progress to an Aston degree!)
> City, University of London
> Cranfield University
> Queen Mary University of London5

> University of Westminster
> University of York

> Science and Engineering £18,950

10 May to 
24 May 2021 > Pre-Doctorate £4,900

> University of Aberdeen
> Cranfield University
> University of Liverpool
> UWE Bristol

University of Brighton 
International College 

1 March to  
26 March 2021

>  Business, Hospitality, Tourism and  
Social Sciences £13,700 >  University of Brighton

University of Essex 
International College 

1 March to  
26 March 2021 

NEW!
> Social Sciences6 £17,860 > University of Essex

University of Liverpool  
International College 
NEW: 2.5-term options 
now available for students 
with IELTS 5.0 or accepted 
equivalent for courses 
starting in March7

1 March to  
15 March 2021 

NEW 2.5-TERM 
COURSE!

> Business, Economics and Finance £23,100

> University of Liverpool

> Law and Social Sciences £21,300

> Science and Engineering £21,600

19 April to 
3 May 2021

> Business, Economics and Finance £19,700
> Law and Social Sciences £18,500
> Science and Engineering £18,900

University of Nottingham 
International College 

1 March to  
26 March 2021

> Business and Management £20,300

> University of Nottingham
> Law and Social Sciences £19,250
> Science and Engineering £19,520

1 March to  
15 March 2021 > Pre-Doctorate6 £7,950

5: Progression to Queen Mary University of London is available from the Pre-Master's for Business, Law and Social Sciences only  |  6: Degree entry from this course is in October 2021 
7: These courses require a Student visa as they are more than 6 months long

Find out more
> Contact your Market Manager
> Visit kaplanpathways.com/uk-contact/ to send us a message   
> Find your preferred college at kaplanpathways.com/colleges or click on the college names above
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https://www.kaplanpathways.com/colleges/bournemouth-university-international-college/ 
https://www.kaplanpathways.com/colleges/bournemouth-university-international-college/ 
https://www.kaplanpathways.com/colleges/glasgow-international-college/
https://www.kaplanpathways.com/colleges/glasgow-international-college/
https://www.kaplanpathways.com/colleges/kaplan-international-college-london/
https://www.kaplanpathways.com/colleges/kaplan-international-college-london/
https://www.kaplanpathways.com/colleges/university-of-brighton-international-college/
https://www.kaplanpathways.com/colleges/university-of-brighton-international-college/
https://www.kaplanpathways.com/colleges/university-essex-international-college/
https://www.kaplanpathways.com/colleges/university-essex-international-college/
https://www.kaplanpathways.com/colleges/university-of-liverpool-international-college/
https://www.kaplanpathways.com/colleges/university-of-liverpool-international-college/
https://www.kaplanpathways.com/colleges/university-of-nottingham-international-college/
https://www.kaplanpathways.com/colleges/university-of-nottingham-international-college/
http://www.kaplanpathways.com/uk-contact/
http://kaplanpathways.com/colleges

